Undesign the Redline
Readings and Sources

**General Exhibit**


**ERA I: Top Section**

*First Nations & Early Republic*


*Slavery & Civil War*


Jim Crow, Segregation, & Scientific Racism


Great Migration


Great Depression


ERA I: Bottom Section

Abolition, Early Civil Rights, Black Wall Street, New Negro Movement


**Labor Movement, Cooperative Movement**


**ERA II: Top Section**

**New Deal**


**Redlining**


**Suburbanization, Blockbusting, White Flight, Sprawl**


**Urban Renewal, Displacement**


**ERA II: Bottom Section**

**Desegregation, Civil Rights**


**Tenants Movement, Limited Equity Co-ops**


**ERA III: Top Section**

**Urban Decay, Capital Flight, Planned Shrinkage**


**Neoliberalism & Privatization**


**Riots, Epidemics, Fires, Unraveling Social Fabric, Trauma**


**ERA III: Bottom Section**

*Uprisings, Anti-War, Community Action*


*Environmental Movement*


**ERA IV: Top Section**

*War on Drugs, Broken Windows, Mass Incarceration*


*Foreclosure, Gentrification, Serial Displacement, Investment Returns?*


**ERA IV: Bottom Section**

*Climate Movement, Anti-Globalization, Occupy, LGBTQ, Black Lives Matter*


